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musically, though not too bad, as this audience tape from west
germany shows. neil had assembled a motley crew of players from
various stages in his career: ben keith, nils lofgren, bruce palmer, joe
lala, ralph molina, larry cragg, joel bernstein. sound-wise, its actually
kind of a precursor to promise of the real and not just because of the
bongos. this band can kind of handle everything neil does, from
shaggy country rock to blown-out epics. the glorious spirit of crazy
horse isnt quite there, but thats probably because of the giant
stadiums they were playing. the nils lofgren's album acoustic live was
recorded on january 18, 1997 at the barns of wolftrap, vienna,
virginia. acoustic live is a 9 track live recordings of the fifth concert of
the tour mainly devoted to album acoustic live were released in 1997.
it features 10 new songs that capture the raw, idiosyncratic rock and
roll spirit and lyrical beauty that epitomises a classic neil young crazy
horse collaboration. the line-up is: neil young, billy talbot, ralph
molina and nils lofgren. nils lofgren, the barns of wolftrap, vienna, va:
01 world of mystery 02 the world of you 03 my own country 04 new
world 05 mistakes i have made 06 billy blue 07 bird song 08 walking,
talking, driving 09 rock-n-roll is just a word 10 not a crime 11 white
rabbit 12 uncle bill wants you back 13 keep holding on 14 just an old
man on a ride 15 brand new shoes 16 riding the tiger 17 ride the tiger
18 1812 overture 19 miracles
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jazz legend john coltrane, as well as singing and playing the
saxophone, was the driving force behind his band. coltrane and the
band performed at the philadelphia free jazz festival in september

1961. their concert was broadcast live by television station whyy. this
recording was collected in the boxed set "the great concerts of john
coltrane and johnny hartman". the box set, titled "the afro-american

story", was released by impulse! on april 8, 1966. this recording
features coltrane at the keyboard and albert heath on drums. original

drums by charlie beal were recorded along with the vocals, but not
transferred for this release. if you are into traditional rock, grunge or

blues, or if you are a fan of country, punk or alternative folk, you
definitely should check out nils lofgren as an acoustic solo artist. in
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the beginning, nils lofgren created acoustic music only by himself,
and he released his first album in 1991, entitled once more with

feeling, which only featured him playing the guitar. a couple of years
later he released the live album 'acoustic live' in 1997 and this album
features 10 songs from that live album and it is also available in the
album archive of gauteng rock magazine. this version was recorded

on monday, july 26, 2002 at the hollywood bowl in los angeles,
california. it includes the following musicians: neil young, nils lofgren,

crazy horse, billy talbot, ralph molina, and clem clempson. bruce
springsteen, who is absent from this performance, is also featured on

the stereo version of this recording. this recording is the in-concert
version of "the needle and the damage done" from the album, "time
fades away". two additional non-album songs are performed: "here
comes the night" and "a song for our times." the cover image is a

color shot taken from a previous springsteen video. neil young was
signed to reprise records after the release of this album, and it was

released in the summer of 2003. 5ec8ef588b
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